
Where Blood Runs Cold is the author’s
twelfth novel. His other series, all
historical, include the Viking, Raven trilogy,
his English Civil War set The Bleeding Land
and Brothers' Fury, and his take on
Arthurian legend, starting with Lancelot.
Find out more at www.gileskristian.com

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

OTHER BOOKS BY 
THE AUTHOR

Family history (he is half Norwegian) and
a passion for the fiction of Bernard
Cornwell inspired Giles Kristian to write.
Set in the Viking world, his bestselling
Raven and The Rise of Sigurd trilogies
have been acclaimed by his peers,
reviewers and readers alike. In The
Bleeding Land and Brothers' Fury, he tells
the story of a family torn apart by the
English Civil War. With his Sunday Times
bestseller Lancelot, Giles plunged into
the rich waters of the Arthurian legend.
His most recent novel, Camelot,
continues his epic reimagining of our
greatest island 'history'. 
Giles Kristian lives in Leicestershire.

ABOUT THE BOOK

Erik Amdahl and his spirited
daughter, Sofia, have embarked on a
long-promised cross-country ski trip
deep into Norway's arctic circle. For
Erik, it's the chance to bond properly
with his remaining daughter following
a tragic accident. For Sofia, it's the
proof she needs that her father does
care.

Far from home in the snowbound
wilderness, an accident sends them in
search of help - and shelter. Soon,
they find themselves running for their
lives... their trip has become a
desperate fight of man against man,
of man against nature - a fight for
survival that plays out across the
snow and ice.
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What is the significance of the title, Where Blood Runs Cold?

Grief is a theme that runs throughout the book. Discuss how the author
manages Erik and Sofia’s loss of their daughter and sister, respectively.

Sofia grows as the novel progresses. Consider the father-daughter
relationship. How does this affect her growth as a person?

The majority of the novel is a cat and mouse chase, through the snowy
landscape. Did the author keep you hooked? How did he do this with
little change in surroundings? 

The mining company and fight of the indigenous Sami people are the
backdrop to the action. Discuss how indigenous people such as the Sami
are treated today.  

Which part of the book surprised you the most? Did anything
unexpected happen, or did you meet anyone unexpected? 
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Historia Mag interviews Giles Kristian: shortlisted for the HWA Crown Awards

Historical Novel Society interview: Once Upon a Longship

Female First interviews Giles: Seven things I’d like my readers to know about me

USEFUL LINKS

You can follow Giles on Instagram
@gileskristian, twitter @GilesKristian
and Facebook/GilesKristian.

You can also find the latest news on
Giles’s website, www.gileskristian.com
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